
Elwald Name Mapping



Elwald north to south;

1. Nicholas Elwald;



2. Henry Elwald;

Other Elwalds through the 15th Century above.



3. Richard Elwald;



4. William Elwald;



5. Robert Elwald;

Alan Elwald; (note; alf- and elf- spellings)



6. John Elwald 1330;

North Creake is likely just north of South Creake.



7. John Elwald of Rye;

John Elwald (Elwold) of Rye near Hastings.

John, William, and Robert are main Redheugh 
names.



Scandinavian naming;

Mainly patronymic; Anderson, and Johnson above.



Toponym seem to have some popularity in Norway.

Andrew is an importance of St Andrew, on the East.



Johnson and Anderson still popular.



Migrations of Angle-Saxons show locations of Elwald



Ælfwald
Ælfwald is felt a personal name which Alfwald, 
Elfwald, Elwold, Elwald are derived from.





The sceat/coin are said to be minted in York.

Map shows a mint at York.



Elliott (Elwald) are Anglo-Saxon
Kerr (from “Kjarr”) are Norse or Danish

Scott are Celtic





Elwald were of the Stag
Armstrong Chronicles by James Lewis Armstrong.

Danes; Yule (Germanic festival) at York.

The Elwald are ancient neighbors of the Armstrongs, 
from Northumbria mention as early as 1165, from 
Northumbria.  Elk-wood (stags of the forest).



Elk (deer or moose and antlered stag) of the forest 
(wood(s)).

Migration of the Danes.



The name Elwald meaning also forest stead (Ettrick Forest Ellot means forest stead), 
could have emerged the name Nicholas Elwald in the form of a toponym. Where given 
above abirlot (today's arboretum), ellot (plot), elwaldlaw (wooded elknow, a groved 
mound). There is a region called Nicholas Forest near Cubria. So Nicholas is an Elwald.



Above shows locations the Crosier, Graham and Elwald are claim to be from.

In the crests of the Kerr and Scott, clans strongly associated to the Elwald are using the 
stag as a symbol.



Scott, Kerr, Armstrong, and Elliott (Elwald). 

It is felt since the Kerr and Elwald, have a long 
history of using the stag's head, and they being 
Anglo-Saxon/Danish-Norse of name origins 
they may have been of the Kings of the region.



Migration maps show;

Shows basically early migrations are in the 
region of the Anglo-Saxon/Danish-Norse entry.



Using names of Scandinavian origins, and the 
older surnames trending north word, onw can 
follow the past with locations of Danelaw from 
southeast Northumbria to the Cumbria region.

It is felt at one time today's border of Scotland 
had a strong Anglo-Saxon/Danish-Norse 
presence. It is felt through border cleansing 
these people moved.







Took centuries for Elwald to become a Breton 
variant of Ælyot of Elliot.  From of the 
Edinburgh toponym of Elwald meaning and 
owned wooded land or forest, to and Ettrick 
Forest (Scott/Elwald border regional) Ellot 
meaning the same but dropping the King/Saint 
Elwald connotation at the time of the 
Reformation. 

Ellot could be referred to as an archaic variant 
of Ælyot then Ellot went basically to Ellet 
defaulting with an inserted “i” to Elliot. Not 
being able to tell whether the name evolved 
from a variant of Ælyot or Ælfwald.



Showing densities of the surname Elliot, one 
can see the two directions of migrations.



Appendix;
Utilizing my own Y-DNA, of the Danial group or modal.

One can see that the R1b1a2a1a1a indicates if becoming 
Elliott indicates Elwald origins.



Anglo-Saxon/Danish-Norse are strongly Germanic the above 
charts indicate that is so.



Scott, Armstong, Kerr, and Tait, have shown closeness to 
Danial Group Y-DNA.

Kerr, Rutherfords, Scotts, and Armstrong, showing closeness 
in the region which the Elwald were on the borders show 
closeness to Danial Modal Y-DNA.



It is felt that the southern Northumbria, name is felt to have a 
patronymic, development. Above it shows a Thomas filius 
Elwald de Hedreslaw means; Thomas son of Elwald of 
Hedreslaw near Eglingham, in northern county of 
Northumberland, England.

It is felt that Thomas filius Elwald likely developed into 
Thomas Elwald in a patronymic manner. This is likely 
happening between family member at different localities 



during a short period of time. Besides toponym, and 
patronymic manners in developing surnames, surnames can 
be take from geographic locations. In the above if geographic 
location was used the name Thomas filius Elwald de 
Hedreslaw, the name using geographic location would 
become Thomas Hedreslaw.

Utilizing, exact matches for myself of the Daniel 
Group/Modal, with names Cave (North/South Cave region), 
Scarborough, and Grisham variants.  Drawn and isopac on a 
distribution which would be extremely unlike to be random.

Shows that my Y-DNA came in the East Riding Yorkshire 
region. This corresponds with the name Elwald minting coins 
in the region, the Anglo-Saxon migration, and the migration, 
of the Norman forenames of Robert, John, and William to the 
Scottish border Cumbria region.
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